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Abstract

Prior research into embodied interface agents has found that users like them and ®nd them engaging. However, results on the effectiveness

of these interfaces for task completion have been mixed. In this paper, we argue that embodiment can serve an even stronger function if

system designers use actual human conversational protocols in the design of the interface. Communicative behaviors such as salutations and

farewells, conversational turn-taking with interruptions, and describing objects using hand gestures are examples of protocols that all native

speakers of a language already know how to perform and can thus be leveraged in an intelligent interface. We discuss how these protocols are

integrated into Rea, an embodied, multi-modal interface agent who acts as a real-estate salesperson, and we show why embodiment is

required for their successful implementation. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There is a qualitative difference between face-to-face

conversation and other forms of human±human communi-

cation [1]. Businesspeople and academics routinely travel

long distances to conduct certain face-to-face interactions

when electronic forms of communication would seemingly

work just as well. When someone has something really

important to say, they say it in person.

The qualitative difference in these situations is not just

that we enjoy looking at humans more than at computer

screens but also that the human body enables the use of

certain communication protocols in face-to-face conversa-

tion which provide for a more rich and robust channel of

communication than is afforded by any other medium avail-

able today. The use of gaze, gesture, intonation, and body

posture play an essential role in the proper execution of

many conversational functions Ð such as conversation

initiation and termination, turn-taking, interruption hand-

ling, feedback and error correction Ð and these kinds of

behaviors enable the exchange of multiple levels of infor-

mation in real time. People are extremely adept at extracting

meaning from subtle variations in the performance of these

behaviors; for example slight variations in pause length,

feedback nod timing or gaze behavior can signi®cantly

alter the interpretation of an utterance (consider ªyou did

a great jobº vs. ªyou did a ¼ great jobº).

Of particular interest to interface designers is that these

communication protocols come for ªfreeº in that users do

not need to be trained in their use; all native speakers of a

given language have these skills and use them daily. An

embodied interface agent which exploits these protocols

has the potential to provide a higher bandwidth of commu-

nication than would otherwise be possible.

Of course, depictions of human bodies are also more

decorative than menus on a screen and, like any new inter-

face design, they are also currently quite in vogue and there-

fore attractive to many users. Unfortunately, many

embodied interface agents developed to date don't go

further than their ornamental or novelty value. Aside from

the use of pointing gestures and two or three facial expres-

sions, an extensive wardrobe and a coyly cocked head,

many animated interface agents provide little more than

something amusing to look at while the same old system

handles the mechanics of the interaction. It is no wonder that

these systems have been found to be likable and engaging,

but to provide little improvement in task performance over

text or speech-only interfaces.

In this paper, we ®rst review the embodied interface

agents developed to date and summarize the results of

evaluations performed on them. We then discuss several

human communication protocols along with their interface

utility and requirements for embodiment. Finally, we
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present Rea, an embodied interface agent which implements

these protocols and describe our ongoing research program

to develop embodied interface agents that leverage knowl-

edge of human communication skills.

2. Related work

Other researchers have built embodied interface agents,

with varying degrees of conversational ability. Olga is an

embodied humanoid agent that allows the user to employ

speech, keyboard and mouse commands to engage in a

conversation about microwave ovens [2]. Olga has a distrib-

uted client±server architecture with separate modules for

language processing, interaction management, direct

manipulation interface output animation, all communicating

through a central server. Olga is event driven, and so only

responds to user input and is unable to initiate output on its

own. In addition, Olga does not support non-speech audio or

computer vision as input modalities.

Olga uses a linear architecture in which data ¯ows from

user input to agent output, passing through all the internal

modules in between. Takeuchi and Nagao [3] suggest a

different approach. Their conversational agent is based on

the subsumption architecture by Rodney Brooks [4]. In this

case the agent is based on a horizontal decomposition of

task-achieving behavior modules. The modules each

compete with one another to see which behavior is active

at a particular moment. Thus there is no global conversa-

tional state or model and the conversational interaction

arises from the interplay between the different behavioral

layers. Their agent responds to speech and gaze information,

but coordination of the input analysis and output generation

is also an emergent behavior, so precise control is impossi-

ble. The end result is that user input and agent output are

decomposed according to task behaviors rather than conver-

sational function.

Lester et al. [5] do generate verbal and non-verbal beha-

vior, producing deictic gestures and choosing referring

expressions as a function of the potential ambiguity of

objects referred to, and the proximity of those objects to

the animated agent. This system is based on an understand-

ing of how reference is achieved to objects in the physical

space around an animated agent, and the utility of deictic

gestures in reducing potential ambiguity of reference.

However, the generation of gestures and the choice of refer-

ring expressions (from a library of voice clips) are accom-

plished in two entirely independent (additive) processes,

without a description of the interaction between the two

modalities. Likewise, Rickel and Johnson [6] have their

pedagogical agent move to objects in the virtual world

that it inhabits, and then generate a deictic gesture at the

beginning of the verbal explanation that the agent provides

about that object. Andre and Rist (this volume) generate

verbal and non-verbal information that is presented by

two embodied agents speaking to one another. Their system

generates different displays based on the personality and

attitude of each agent. These last three systems are closest

to our own research in this area. In these systems, however,

the association between verbal and non-verbal behaviors is

additive Ð that is, the information conveyed by hand

gestures, for example, is always redundant with the infor-

mation conveyed by speech. The affordances of the body are

not exploited for the kinds of tasks that it performs better

than speech.

ªAnimated Conversationº [7] was a system that automa-

tically generated context-appropriate gestures, facial move-

ments and intonational patterns. In this case the domain was

conversation between two arti®cial agents and the emphasis

was on the production of non-verbal propositional behaviors

that emphasized and reinforced the content of speech.

However, the system was not designed to interact with a

user, and did not run in real time.

The work of Thorisson provides a good ®rst example of

how an embodied interface agent inspired by studies of

human psychosocial competencies might be developed

[8]. The agent, Gandalf, recognized and displayed interac-

tional information such as gaze, simple gesture and canned

speech events. In this way he was able to perceive and

generate turn-taking and back channel behaviors that lead

to a very natural conversational interaction. However,

Gandalf had limited ability to recognize and generate propo-

sitional information, and was also limited in his ability to

provide correct intonation for speech emphasis on speech

output, or co-occurring gestures with speech.

The conversational character system developed by

Prevost et al. [9], uses the same architecture as the one

presented in this paper (it was co-developed by our two

research groups), but their application domain and many

implementation details are different. In their system a

conversational character assists a user with a complex

A/V system by controlling equipment, answering questions

or giving tutorials. To date, the conversational behaviors of

their agents are limited to greeting and farewell rituals, gaze,

pointing gestures and body positioning.

In another vein entirely, research on generating words

and graphics in multi-modal presentations [10±12]

(Kerpedjiev and Roth, this volume) examines the different

affordances of language and pictures, and reminds us that in

writing as in speaking communicative goals may be differ-

entially mapped onto different modalities.

2.1. User studies on embodied interface agents

Koda and Maes [13], and Takeuchi and Naito [14],

studied user responses to interfaces with static or animated

faces, and found that users rated them to be more engaging

and entertaining than functionally equivalent interfaces

without a face. Kiesler and Sproull found that users were

more likely to be cooperative with an interface agent when it

had a human face (vs. a dog image or cartoon) [15].

Andre et al. found that users rated their animated
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presentation agent (ªPPP Personaº) as more entertaining

and helpful than an equivalent interface without the agent

[16]. However, there was no difference in actual perfor-

mance (comprehension and recall of presented material)

in interfaces with the agent vs. interfaces without it.

In a user study of the Gandalf system mentioned above

[17], users rated the smoothness of the interaction and the

agent's language skills signi®cantly higher under test condi-

tions in which Gandalf utilized limited conversational beha-

vior (gaze, turn-taking and limited gesture) than when these

behaviors were disabled.

Most of these evaluations have tried to address whether

embodiment of a system is useful at all, usually by keeping

the interaction the same, and then including or not including

an animated ®gure. The studies, then, are not testing how

particular uses of embodiment may improve task or learning

performance. Therefore, although the previous studies

inspire us by showing that the mere presence of a character

wins us points, we now need to focus on the contribution of

embodiment in fully functional conversational interfaces,

and in order to do that, we need to start with a better under-

standing of what embodiment contributes to human±human

interaction.

3. Human communication protocols requiring
embodiment

Providing the interface with a body allows the system to

engage in a wide range of multi-modal behaviors that, when

executed in tight temporal synchronization with language,

carry out a communicative function. It is important to

understand that particular behaviors, such as the raising of

the eyebrows, can be employed in a variety of circumstances

to realize different communicative functions, and that the

same communicative function may be realized through

different sets of behaviors. It is therefore important for

any system dealing with conversational modeling to handle

function separately from surface-form or run the risk of

being in¯exible and insensitive to the natural phases of

the conversation. This distinction between form to function

relies on a fundamental division of conversational goals:

contributions to a conversation can be propositional and

interactional. Propositional information corresponds to the

content of the conversation. This includes meaningful

speech as well as hand gestures (gestures that indicate the

size in the sentence ªit was this bigº). Interactional informa-

tion consists of the cues that regulate conversational process

and includes a range of non-verbal behaviors (quick head

nods to indicate that one is following) as well as regulatory

speech (ªhuh?º, ªuh-huhº). This theoretical stance allows us

to examine the role of embodiment not just in task Ð but

also process-related behaviors. From this standpoint, we

note that most previous embodied interface agents do not

deal with interactional and propositional information in an

integrated manner, which prevents them from fully exploit-

ing the affordances of the body. We capture these insights in

a model of embodied conversation called the FEMBOT

model, as shown in Table 1.

Below we brie¯y describe some of the fundamental

communication protocols and their functional elements

along with examples of non-verbal behavior that contribute

to their successful implementation. Table 2 shows examples

of mappings from communicative function to particular

behaviors and is based on previous research on typical

North American non-verbal displays, mainly [18] and [19].

3.1. Conversation initiation and termination

Humans partake in an elaborate ritual when engaging and

disengaging in conversations [19]. For example, people will

show their readiness to engage in a conversation by turning

towards their potential interlocutors, gazing at them and

then exchanging signs of mutual recognition typically invol-

ving a smile, eyebrow movement and tossing the head or

waving of the arm. Following this initial synchronization

stage, or distance salutation, the two people approach one

another, sealing their commitment to the conversation

through a close salutation such as a handshake accompanied

by a ritualistic verbal exchange. The greeting phase ends

when the two participants re-orient their bodies, moving
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Table 1

The FEMBOT model of embodied conversation

FEMBOT model

X F: Propositional and interactional functions

X M: Multi-modal (speech, gesture, eye gaze ¼)

X B: Separation of function and behavior

Ð Simpli®es implementation

Ð Allows modularity with respect to personality and culture

X T: Real-time

Ð Attention paid to overall responsiveness

Ð Tight temporal synchronization in input and output

Table 2

Some examples of conversational functions and their behavior realization

Communicative functions Communicative behavior

Initiation and termination

Reacting Short glance

Inviting Contact Sustained glance, Smile

Distance salutation Looking, Head toss/Nod, Raise

eyebrows, Wave, Smile

Close salutation Looking, Head nod, Embrace

or handshake, Smile

Break away Glance around

Farewell Looking, Head nod, Wave

Turn-taking

Give turn Looking, Raise eyebrows

(followed by silence)

Wanting turn Raise hands into gesture space

Take turn Glance away, Start talking

Feedback

Request feedback Looking, Raise eyebrows

Give feedback Looking, Head nod



away from a face-on orientation to stand at an angle. Termi-

nating a conversation similarly moves through stages, start-

ing with non-verbal cues, such as orientation shifts or

glances away and cumulating in the verbal exchange of

farewells and the breaking of mutual gaze.

3.2. Conversational turn-taking and interruption

Interlocutors do not normally talk at the same time, thus

imposing a turn-taking sequence on the conversation. The

protocols involved in ¯oor management Ð determining

whose turn it is and when the turn should be given to the

listener Ð involve many factors including gaze and intona-

tion [20]. In addition, listeners can interrupt a speaker not

only with voice, but also by gesturing to indicate that they

want the turn. Floor management is not simply a question of

recognizing the behavior of one's conversational partner; it

is a truly responsive or co-constructed activity [21].

3.3. Content elaboration and emphasis

Gestures can convey information about the content of the

conversation in ways that the hands are uniquely suited to

meet. For example, the two hands can better indicate simul-

taneity and spatial relationships than the voice or other

channels. Probably the most commonly thought of use of

the body in conversation is the pointing (deictic) gesture,

possibly accounting for the fact that it is also the most

commonly implemented for the bodies of animated inter-

face agents. In fact, however, most conversations don't

involve many deictic gestures [22] unless the interlocutors

are discussing a shared task that is currently present. Other

conversational gestures also convey semantic and pragmatic

information. Beat gestures are small, rhythmic baton like

movements of the hands that do not change in form with

the content of the accompanying speech. They serve a prag-

matic function, rather like intonational prominence, convey-

ing information about what is ªnewº in the speaker's

discourse. Iconic and metaphoric gestures convey some

features of the action or event being described [22]. They

can be redundant or complementary relative to the speech

channel, and thus can convey additional information or

provide robustness or emphasis with respect to what is

being said. Whereas iconics convey information about

spatial relationships or concepts, metaphorics represent

concepts that have no physical form, such as a sweeping

gesture accompanying ªthe property title is free and clear.º

3.4. Feedback and error correction

During conversation, speakers can non-verbally request

feedback from listeners through gaze and raised eyebrows

and listeners can provide feedback through head nods and

paraverbals (ªuh-huhº, ªmmmº, etc.) if the speaker is

understood, or a confused facial expression or lack of posi-

tive feedback if not. Listeners can also ask clarifying ques-

tions if they did not hear or understand something the

speaker said.

4. Rea: an embodied conversational agent

The Rea project at the MIT Media Lab [23,24] has as its

goal the construction of an embodied, multi-modal real-time

conversational interface agent. Rea implements the conver-

sational protocols described above, on the basis of the

FEMBOT model, in order to make interactions as natural

as face-to-face conversation with another person. In the

current task domain, Rea acts as a real estate salesperson,

answering user questions about properties in her database

and showing users around virtual houses.

Rea has a fully articulated graphical body, can sense the
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user passively through cameras and audio input, and is

capable of speech with intonation, facial display, head and

eye movement, and gestural output. The system currently

consists of a large projection screen on which Rea is

displayed and which the user stands in front of. Two

cameras mounted on top of the projection screen track the

user's head and hand positions in space. Users wear a micro-

phone for capturing speech input. A single SGI Octane

computer runs the graphics and conversation engine of

Rea, while several other computers manage the speech

recognition and generation and image processing. Fig. 1

shows Rea in action.

Rea is able to conduct a conversation describing the

features of the task domain while also responding to the

users' verbal and non-verbal input. When the user makes

cues typically associated with turn taking behavior such as

gesturing, Rea allows herself to be interrupted, and then

takes the turn again when she is able. She is able to initiate

conversational error correction when she misunderstands

what the user says, and can generate combined voice, facial

expression and gestural output. Rea's responses are gener-

ated by an incremental natural language generation engine

based on [25] that has been extended to synthesize redun-

dant and complementary gestures synchronized with speech

output [26]. A simple discourse model is used for determin-

ing which speech acts users are engaging in, and resolving

and generating anaphoric references.

4.1. Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the modules of the Rea architecture that is

designed to meet the requirements of real-time face-to-face

conversation [23]. In this design, input is accepted from as

many modalities as there are input devices. However the

different modalities are integrated into a single semantic

representation that is passed from module to module. This

representation is a KQML frame [27] that has slots for inter-

actional and propositional information so that the regulatory

and content-oriented contribution of every conversational

act can be maintained throughout the system.

The categorization of behaviors in terms of their conver-

sational functions is mirrored by the organization of the

architecture which centralizes decisions made in terms of

functions (in the Deliberative Module), and moves to the

periphery decisions made in terms of behaviors (the Input

Manager (IM) and Action Scheduler (AS)).

In addition the IM and AS can communicate through a

hardwired reaction connection, to respond immediately

(under 200 ms) to user input or system commands. Tracking

users with gaze shifts as they move is an example of a

reactive behavior. The other modules are more ªdelibera-

tiveº in nature and perform non-trivial inferencing actions

that can take multiple real-time cycles to complete. Rea is

implemented in C11 and CLIPS, a rule-based expert

system language [28].

4.2. Overview of implemented communication protocols

Rea implements the human communication protocols

previously described, as follows.

4.2.1. Conversation initiation and termination

Rea acknowledges the user's presence through posture,

by turning to face the user, as detected by the vision system.

She also exchanges greetings and farewells with the user

using verbal and non-verbal (gestural) output, in response to

the user's verbal greeting and farewell. Rea also recognizes

when the user turns away during conversation (based on
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vision input) and suspends speech input processing until the

user turns to face her again.

4.2.2. Conversational turn-taking and interruption

Rea tracks who has the speaking turn (using a conversa-

tional state model), and only speaks when she holds the turn.

Currently Rea always allows verbal interruption based on

audio threshold detection and yields the turn as soon as the

user begins to speak. If the user gestures (as detected by the

vision system) she will interpret this as expression of a

desire to speak, and halt her remarks at the nearest sentence

boundary. She exhibits the ªlook awayº behavior while she

is planning her response (which serves to hold the turn until

she is ready to speak), and at the end of her speaking turn she

turns to face the user to indicate a turn transition point.

4.2.3. Content elaboration and emphasis

Rea currently can generate a wide range of gestures to

both convey propositional information and to emphasize

information in her speech. New propositional information

is conveyed using iconic gestures (for concepts with

concrete existence), metaphoric gestures (for concepts

which do not have concrete existence and thus must make

use of spatial metaphors for depiction), or deictic gestures

(for indicating or emphasizing an object in Rea's virtual

world, such as features of homes she is showing to the

user). These gestures may be wholly redundant with or

complementary to the speech channel. Beats are used to

indicate points of emphasis in the speech channel without

conveying additional meaning.

When Rea decides to produce an utterance, she ®rst deter-

mines several pieces of pragmatic and semantic information

required to generate speech and gesture, including:

² semantics Ð speech act description of Rea's communi-

cative intent (e.g. OFFER the user a particular property,

DESCRIBE a room, etc.);

² information structure Ð which entities are new (rheme)

vs. previously mentioned (theme);

² focus Ð which entity (if any) is currently in focus; and

² mutually observable Ð which entities in the virtual

world are visible to both Rea and the user.

This information is then passed to a uni®ed text genera-

tion module (GM) [25,26] which generates Rea's natural

language responses together with accompanying conversa-

tional gestures. This module distributes the information to

be conveyed to the user across the voice and gesture chan-

nels based on the semantic and pragmatic criteria described

above. Gestures are placed to coincide with rhematic mate-

rial in the utterance. If a new entity is in focus and it is

mutually observable, then a deictic is used. Otherwise,

Rea determines if the semantic content can be mapped

into an iconic or metaphoric gesture (using heuristics

derived from studies of the gestures humans produce in

describing real estate [29]) to determine whether the

gestures should be complementary or redundant. For exam-

ple, Rea may make a walking gesture (extending her index

and second ®nger with the tips downward, as if they are

legs, and wiggling the ®ngers back and forth) as she says

ªIt's ®ve minutes from MITº. In this case, the gesture

carries complementary information Ð that the house is

®ve minutes on foot, rather than ®ve minutes by car. Or,

Rea may make a sweeping ªsun-risingº gesture with both

arms above her head, as she says ªthe living room is really

luminousº. In this case, the gesture is redundant to the

notion of sunniness conveyed by speech. If none of these

cases can be realized, then the module introduces a beat

gesture at the appropriate point.

The text GM outputs an utterance annotated with gestures

speci®ed compositionally as a function of hand starting and

ending positions, trajectory, hand shape and envelope size.

A scheduling module then estimates phoneme timings,

maps the gesture speci®cations to animation primitives,

adds any necessary preparatory, retraction, and co-articula-

tion primitives, and prepares a complete execution plan for

the utterance before it is passed to an animation module for

performance.

Rea is also able to detect certain classes of gestures made

by the user and combine this information with speech input

to interpret messages and make decisions about appropriate

responses. The gesture classi®cation module is based on

input from STIVE [30], the vision system, and a prototype

of this GESTIRP [31] module is running in the current

version of REA, and classifying gestures as they occur. It

obtains 3D coordinates of the hands and head as they move

over time, transforms them into velocities in a user body-

centered coordinate system, and classi®es sequences of

velocity measurements using a set of Hidden Markov

Model (HMM) [32] recognizers.

The HMMs classify the gestures into one of the following

seven categories: rest (no gesture), beat, preparation, retrac-

tion, deictic, butterworth (searching for a word), or illustra-

tive (iconic or metaphoric). The HMMs that classify into

these categories were trained in an of¯ine process from a set

of 670 gestures obtained by tracking naive subjects with

STIVE as they engaged in real-estate oriented conversa-

tions, and then hand-segmenting and classifying the

subjects' conversational gestures [31].

So far, REA only uses the beat, preparation, and retrac-

tion categories in the conversational planning process. The

preparation and retraction categories prevent the movement

from being misunderstood as some other gesture, and the

beat category is used to interpret user emphasis with respect

to the speech channel (see extended example below).

However, we are currently implementing the ability to

recognize users' deictic gestures when they point to objects

in REA's world, and to associate both the deictic gesture

and the graphical object pointed at with the word that co-

occurs with the deictic, thus enabling Rea to resolve a wider

range of referring expressions (ªthat houseº, ªthe wallº,

etc.).
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4.2.4. Feedback and error correction

Rea provides non-verbal feedback during the user's turn

by nodding her head at the end of user utterances (as

detected by the audio threshold device) in which the user

keeps the turn. If Rea does not fully understand the user's

input (typically due to errors reported by the speech recog-

nition system) she attempts repair by asking a clarifying

question.

4.3. Sample interactions in detail

In order to understand better how Rea processes user

input, both propositional and interactional, and produces

appropriate output behavior, it is helpful to look at a

segment of interaction with a user and describe the

messages sent between each of Rea's internal modules.

4.3.1. Interaction 1

The following paragraph records an actual interaction

between a user and Rea:

Tim approaches Rea

Rea notices and looks towards him and smiles

Tim says ªhelloº

Rea responds: ªHello, how can I help youº, with a hand

wave

Tim says ªI'm looking to buy a place near MITº

Rea glances up and away to keep the turn while ªthink-

ingº

Rea says: ªI have a house¼º, with a beat gesture to

emphasis the new information ªhouseº

Tim interrupts by beginning to gesture

Rea ®nishes the current utterance by saying ªin

Cambridgeº and then she gives up the turn.

Tim re®nes his house request

Rea ®nishes the house description and then continues.

We will now focus on how the different modules of Rea's

architecture contribute to carrying out this interaction. All

messages are packaged into a KQML tell-performative as

shown in Fig. 3, where the sender and recipient ®elds

contain the names of the modules communicating. For

messages that have to do with describing the interaction

between the user and Rea, including all messages in this

example, the content ®eld contains a frame of type

commact. The sender and recipient ®elds of the commact

denote where the communicative action originated and who

is the intended recipient of it, the value being either REA or

USER, depending on whether the commact is being inter-

preted or generated by Rea's Decision Module (DM).

The general processing sequence is as follows. IM has

some new information about the user's actions and creates a

new commact with sender USER and recipient REA. In the

input ®eld it places a description of the behaviors detected.

The Understanding Module (UM) receives the commact,

interprets the behaviors and ®lls in the prop and intr ®elds

accordingly, sending the commact on to the DM. In reaction

to the incoming commact, the DM may construct a new

commact, this time with sender REA and recipient USER.

After ®lling in the prop and intr ®elds, the DM passes the

frame on to the GM whose job is to translate the proposi-

tional and interactional descriptions into a series of low

level behaviors to be placed in the output ®eld. Lastly the

AS receives the new commact and using the output ®eld, it

coordinates verbal and non-verbal realization.

We will now walk through the speci®c example given

above. As the user comes within a few feet of Rea, a stereo-

scopic vision system starts to track the user's head and hand

movements [30]. Upon receiving this information from the

IM, the UM sends the DM an interactional message saying

that the user is now present. This makes the system transi-

tion into the UserPresent state, shown in Fig. 4, sending

off to the GM an interactional request for generating an
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invitation to start a conversation. The GM maps the request

to a sequence of behaviors that includes a look towards the

user and a smile, to be sent to the AS for execution. When

the user responds to the invitation by saying ªHello,º the IM

reports the onset of voice to the UM that sends the DM an

interactional message saying that the user has now taken the

turn. The system transitions into the UserTurn state and

stays there until the IM delivers the parsed speech content

to the UM and the DM has received from the UM an inter-

actional message saying the user has given up the turn, and a

propositional message in the form of a speech act, in this

case of the type SA-RITUAL-GREET. Inside DM this speech

act generates an obligation to respond to the greeting. Since

a similar SA-RITUAL-GREET speech act in return would

ful®ll that obligation, the DM sends such an act to the

GM for execution. The GM breaks the speech act into a

hand wave behavior and the spoken utterance ªhello, how

can I help youº to be realized by the AS. The system is

momentarily in a ReaTurn state while the speech act is

performed, but returns back to an OpenFloor state when

done.

When the user starts speaking again, the UM produces an

interactional message indicating that the user has taken the

turn, shifting the system's state to UserTurn. As the user

®nishes asking ªI'm looking to buy a place near MITº the

UM gives the DM the interactional message that the user has

given up the turn along with the propositional message that

the user performed a SA-REQUEST-PLACE. The UM also

adds ªNearMITº as an attribute that the place has to have in

order to be considered. The DM determines that HOUSE1

meets the user's preferences so the SA-REQUEST-PLACE

speech act generates an obligation to OFFER-HOUSE1. But

since this is the ®rst time HOUSE1 is presented to the user,

another obligation DESCRIBE-HOUSE1 is also generated.

Looking at the obligations one at a time, the DM sends off to

the GM an SA-OFFER-HOUSE1 to ful®ll the ®rst one.

Along with this propositional message, an interactional

message stating that Rea also needs to take the turn is sent

to the GM. The GM consults the text and gesture generator

for generating an appropriate verbal and gestural expression

of the proposition while instructing the AS to glance up and

away in an effort to take and keep the turn. The user notices

that Rea is planning to speak and does not grab the ¯oor,

allowing Rea to stay in a ReaTurn state. However, as Rea is

delivering the utterance generated by the text and gesture

generator, ªI have a houseº, the user realizes that ªnear

MITº was perhaps too weak of a constraint and wants to

add more detail and therefore spontaneously raises the

hands in anticipation of further elaborating on the query.

The vision system notices the sudden hand movement and

the UM sends a message to the DM saying that the user

would like the turn. Gesture is treated as low-priority
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interrupt, and Rea should ®nish her current utterance before

giving the user the turn, so the DM removes the future

obligation to DESCRIBE-HOUSE1 but allows the GM and

AS to continue executing the current utterance. (Had the

user interrupted with speech overlapping Rea's, the DM

would also have halted the GM and AS execution, causing

Rea to give the user the turn immediately.) When Rea

®nishes her utterance (ª¼in Cambridgeº) she looks at the

user in a UserTurn state and the user continues. Fig. 5 shows

the process just described.

4.3.2. Interaction 2

In this interaction Rea is currently showing Tim a prop-

erty in her database:

Tim says ªshow me the kitchen.º

Rea shifts the viewpoint of to show the interior of the

kitchen, and says ªIt is a modern kitchen.º

Tim says ªI like the blue tilesº with a beat gesture on the

word `blue.'

Rea responds by saying ªBlue is my favorite color.º

Tim says ªI like the blue tilesº with a beat gesture on the

word `tiles.'

Rea responds by saying ªI love tiles.º

In this interaction, the system is already in the UserTurn

state, and has selected a house to show the user. All of

REA's sensors pass messages to the IM, including parsed

speech from the speech recognizer, and gesture classi®ca-

tions from the GESTIRP vision system. In this interaction,

the IM detects that a user speech event has occurred and that

a gesture event has also occurred at approximately the same

time. The IM looks at the timestamps of both the speech and

gesture and attempts to associate the stroke of the gesture

with a particular word in the user's utterance. If the gesture

synchronizes with a word, the word is tagged, and the

speech and gesture information is bundled into a frame

and passed on to the UM for interpretation. In this instance

the UM determines that the user's speech act is of type SA-

DECL-USERTASTE and that a co-occurring beat is present.

It then creates a SA-DECL-USERTASTE speech act frame

and, if the beat stroke co-occurred with a noun or adjective,

adds a USER-EMPHASIS tag to the frame indicating which

word was emphasized. The speech act frame is then passed

onto the DM for further processing.

In the DM, the SA-DECL-USERTASTE speech act gener-

ates an obligation to respond by praising or agreeing with

the user's tastes (an obligation common to real estate

agents!). If the user emphasizes a color, the DM produces

a speech act that involves commenting on the color (ªBlue is

my favorite color.º), whereas if the user emphasizes an

object (e.g. tiles) the DM produces a speech act which

involves commenting on the object (ªI love tiles.º). If no

user emphasis is detected, a speech act is generated

which simply agrees with the user's statement (ªMe

too!º). The details of turn-taking and message production

(via the GM and AS) are the same as for the ®rst sample

interaction.

5. Future work

Rea is still a little clumsy in conversation; perhaps not yet

your real estate agent of choice. One line of research that we

are pursuing is to increase the symmetry of input and output

by beginning to sense more conversational protocols in the

user, as well as generate more of those protocols in output.

To this end, we have begun to develop a sensor to measure

head movements and eye gaze using a separate vision

system that will estimate what direction the user's face is

pointing. This information can be interpreted to infer user

turn-taking behaviors, and user backchannel feedback in the

form of a nod or headshake. Another line of research

attempts to make Rea more truly responsive in her conver-

sational behaviors. As we described above, human conver-

sational protocols are co-constructed. For this to be possible

in a computational system, Rea must be able to entrain, or

increasingly adapt her behaviors to be in synchrony with

those of the user. To this end, we have begun to implement

the ability to engage in interaction rituals, such as small

talk, so that Rea and the user can gracefully segue into

and out of segments of task talk, according to the user's

level of comfort [33].

User-testing of the earlier Gandalf system, capable of

some of the conversational functions also described here,

showed that users relied on the interactional competency of

the system to negotiate turn-taking, and that they preferred

such a system to another embodied character capable of

only facial displays of emotion. In fact, users became so

comfortable with Gandalf that they began to overlap their

speech with his, which overtaxed his limited speech recog-

nition capabilities [17]. We are currently evaluating Rea to

see whether the implementation of a larger set of conversa-

tional functions, including error correction and gesture

synthesis, allows users to engage in more ef®cient and ¯uent

interaction with the system. In particular, we are comparing

the use of conversational protocols in Rea to similar voice-

only conversational protocols in a phone-based dialogue

system, so as to draw conclusions about the affordances of

embodiment in human±computer conversation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have argued that embodied interface

agents can provide a qualitative advantage over non-embo-

died interfaces, if the bodies are used in ways that leverage

knowledge of human communicative behavior. We demon-

strated our approach with the Rea system. Increasingly

capable of making an intelligent content-oriented Ð or

propositional Ð contribution to the conversation in several

modalities, Rea is also sensitive to the regulatory Ð or

interactional Ð function of verbal and non-verbal
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conversational behaviors, and is capable of producing regu-

latory behaviors to improve the interaction.
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